Robert D. Ballard, sociologist professor and director of the Environmental Justice Resource Center at Clark Atlanta University, will speak about "Environmental Justice in the United States" April 18 as part of the spring Convocation Seminar Series.

Ballard was one of the pioneers in the environmental justice movement in the 1970s. He served on President Clinton's Task Force to improve our services did not have the kind of support we needed. It was good to see our children get their education and living is now considerably worse. I believe these young people have a right to be heard, but I don't support their cause. Some even have a little money left over to visit San Diego. I do not support the cause of black people. It is better to avoid problems and settle them in court. I rarely go downtown, but even if I do, people from the community will not come to our office to see us.

The Black Voice News article also addresses the disproportionate treatment of Black women by law enforcement. The NAACP is outraged at the disproportional treatment of Black women, which they believe is a result of racial profiling and systemic racism. The article highlights the story of three other women who face the same situation and the NAACP's efforts to address the issue.

Finally, the article talks about the environmental justice movement and the importance of ensuring that the voices of marginalized communities are heard. The Black Voice News is committed to promoting civil rights and justice for all people, and they encourage their readers to support these efforts and stay informed on important issues.
California's New Educational Policy: Racial Tokenism

By Hardy Brown


For more than one year, the police department of Arvada had made headlines throughout the Black community. Everyone knew about the unarmed 12-year-old African-American female who was killed Tyisha Diallo, as she stood in the back of her home's backyard, building the officers. The police officers, all of whom were found guilty, fired on Diallo and striking him 19 times. Weeks ago, when Black News obtained copies of the officer's reports, it was discovered that none had ever been there, I wondered what he was doing in a church. I didn't understand what was going on, for me or others to thank the Black community for what they did in Washington D.C. They were like the Mason and Dixon Line. They wanted to rent a house in a White neighborhood. This culture only adds to the tragedy.
Don't count yourself out yet.
You still have more time.

Missed the April 1st deadline? Don't worry.
You can still get help filling out your Census 2000 form at over 1,000 Questionnaire Assistance Centers (QACs).

There are over 1,000 Questionnaire Assistance Centers (QACs) that can help make sure you count for Census 2000. The QACs will help you fill out your form completely and correctly. So visit a QAC by April 14th. And if you can't make a visit, the U.S. Census will send someone to your home to help you. Fill out your census form now, and count – for your family and community.

Census 2000

For More US Census 2000 Information, Please Call 1-800-471-9424

Sponsored by the California Complete Count Campaign
The Riverside County Sheriff’s Office has identified 157 unidentifed victims.

On March 27, 1999, the Riverside County Sheriff’s Office received a call from the Riverside County Coroner’s Office to investigate a noise coming from the door of a vehicle. The Sheriff’s Office and Riverside Fire Department responded to the scene and found an unidentifed body in the back seat of the vehicle. The body was removed and taken to the Riverside County Coroner’s Office for an autopsy. The Sheriff’s Office and Fire Department searched the surrounding area for additional victims but were unable to find any other bodies.

The Sheriff’s Office and Fire Department worked together to identify the victims and their families. They were able to identify 157 victims and their families. The victims were from all over the United States and from different backgrounds. They included men, women, and children. They were all unidentifed at the time of their deaths.

The Sheriff’s Office and Fire Department worked closely with the Riverside County Coroner’s Office to identify the victims and their families. They were able to identify 157 victims and their families. The victims were from all over the United States and from different backgrounds. They included men, women, and children. They were all unidentifed at the time of their deaths.

The Sheriff’s Office and Fire Department worked closely with the Riverside County Coroner’s Office to identify the victims and their families.
Cleaves and Spartans Win First Title Since '79

With shades of Willis Reed versus the Lakers, Cleaves' come-back lifts Spartans.

Although in the semifinals Michigan State was reduced to a crawl against the defense-minded Wisconsin Badgers, whose style of play was reminiscent of when Naismith first nailed up a peach basket, the Spartans believed within themselves that they could run with Florida and win the title.

"We wanted to push it and when we had opportunities," said Cleaves, who finished with 18 points. "We did a good job of breaking their defensive pressure and run they did!"

The contrasts were staggering. Behind the determined will of its leader, the Spartans were magic.

"I knew he was hurt, because he is not the type of guy who fakes injury," Tate explained. "This guy has the heart of a lion. This is as storybook as it gets."

---

Sporting Steins Way

Did Michigan State put an end to the Madness, or is there more to come?

---

INDIANAPOLIS - Match gone, but let's remember a preyed upon a predator. The world famous Harlem Globetrotters beat the NABC College All-Stars -- 82-80 -- in the inaugural Roundball Challenge at Conseco Fieldhouse - the home of the NBA's Indiana Pacers. The game was the first of a three year pact sign by Globetrotters owner Mannie Jackson.

Photo by ED RENKE - AP Florida's bench, especially celebrated coach Billy Donovan, (far), knows State has the ball locked.
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What kind of secret can be about diversity in education? Business. Business can tap much more quickly to opportunities in diversity than colleges and universities can. The reason? The law. The law has not reached deeply into business in the issue of diversity to the extent that they have education. Proposition 209 is unique, but no one wants to look at businesses. So in a general sense education is responsible. Businesses don’t have that kind of monitoring as they have been very aggressive in their hiring policies. They set specific goals for hiring and monitor those goals closely to make sure that they are met. Women and minorities are hired in their business. The CEOs of these corporateconsortia have said that diverse groups make better decisions. They understand that well. Why universities and colleges are having the difficulties that they are having. They want to know what schools and universities are doing providing the qualified worker that they need. On the other hand boards of regents, legislatures and members from the public really don’t go further in the area of diversity. ACOE is concerned about the trend of diversity.

Friends of Ingram Library Stage Spring Fashion Show

The community is invited to the annual Friends of the Dorothy Ingram Branch Library’s Fashion Show and Lunceshen on Saturday, April 15, at the San Bernardino City Schools’ Westside Annex, 1555 W. Highland Avenue. The style show begins at 12:30 noon and includes a delicious salad lunch. The tickets are $6.00 and can be purchased at the door. Proceeds from the fashion show will be used to provide books for the Friends’ Reading to Fundamental (RIF) program. This is the sixteenth year that the Friends have worked with RIF to bring books to the children of the community. Through this project the Friends determine which books are best for the community then two years. The Friends pay one fourth and RIF pays three fourths of the cost of providing new books for 200 children. Children are encouraged to enjoy the pleasures of reading by owning a book ownership by attending the book distribution parties which are held during special library events. For more information about the fashion show or joining the Ingram Friends of the Library, please call (909) 887-4494.

Now there’s a place to help you find affordable health care. Call or visit between the hours of 8 a.m. and 5 p.m., Monday through Friday. We’re here to help!

• Healthy Families
• Medi-Cal
• Health Plan of California
• Covered California
• Prescription Drugs
• Dental Care
• Medical Services

Answers to your health care questions

1-877-CHW-Docs

Toll Free/Llamada Gratuita 1-877-249-3627
Se habla español

Community Hospital of San Bernardino
St. Bernadine Medical Center

GHW

Members of Catholic Healthcare West

Our Bodies

Male Climacteric

supply blood to the penis is more common in diabetes and cigarette smokers. The males do not appear to have the same emotional swings found in the female with ovarian hormonal function. The status of the prostate gland must be evaluated as testosterone stimulates growth of prostate cancer. Replacement therapy with oral testosterone or monthly injections is available but

what each secret can be about diversity in education. Businesses can tap much more quickly to opportunities in diversity than colleges and universities can. The reason? The law. The law has not reached deeply into business in the issue of diversity to the extent that they have education. Proposition 209 is unique, but no one wants to look at businesses. So in a general sense education is responsible. Businesses don’t have that kind of monitoring as they have been very aggressive in their hiring policies. They set specific goals for hiring and monitor those goals closely to make sure that they are met. Women and minorities are hired in their business. The CEOs of these corporate consortia have said that diverse groups make better decisions. They understand that well. Why universities and colleges are having the difficulties that they are having. They want to know what schools and universities are doing providing the qualified worker that they need. On the other hand boards of regents, legislatures and members from the public really don’t go further in the area of diversity. ACOE is concerned about the trend of diversity.

Needed: 3,000 bicycle safety helmets at no cost to them. As a result, first "good" basis to children 5-14 years accepted by a parent. Each child, assessed by an adult, must read the Red Rider Bicycle Safety Comic and complete a sample test to earn a "good" Red Rider bicycle. Helmets will be given to each child who completes the test. The California Department of Health Services, through the California Health Education Program (CHEP), has distributed 60,000 bike safety helmets and bike safety comic books to California elementary children at community centers, health fairs, since 1997.
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S he saw the area where the 5th high Frank Johnson, S.B. Census Director, Waters, Ray Turner and Nick Gonzales,燕 (fy).

"W e are committed to

... fry.

denied to be

nina k e sure everyone gets counted," she said.

One of the highlights of Waters' whirlwind tour, while in Perri s, was a visit to the Dietel Natie Museum founded by Mr. and Mrs. Charles (Mable) Kearney. There Waters received a rare gem a quilt made by slaves in 1835. Waters was truly amazed. Waters denied protective cotton gloves to handle the well preserved quilt. It was a donation by a man who had just been waiting for the right place to donate it. It had been passed down in his family for over 170 years. There was a Census taken 170 years ago and we (African Americans) were undercounted...as property of a slave master.

Waters was then off to San Bernardino where she was hosted by Brian Troward of the Press-Enterprise and the Inland Empire Concerned African American Churches. She spoke to a group of about 40 community leaders. There was representation from the Mayor's office. City Councilwoman Betty Anderson, NAACP President Cecillia Lowe, and ministers. Waters encouraged the group to use their pulpits and influence to get people to complete the Census forms. She said, when you are at a wedding, a baby dedication, anywhere there is a gathering talk about the Census, return the form and make sure you check the "Black Box." There are so many people who are of mixed heritage, we all are, but if you have any Black blood, you should check Black, so when they count you in it will reflect the true case of Blacks in America.

Waters made a surprise visit to a Quality Assurance Center, shocking and exciting Andy Lee, in the Projects on the Westside of San Bernardino as she was taken on a tour of the community following the meeting. She saw the area where the 23rd high school is under construction, housing vacant lots, the Westside Shopping Center, San Bernardino Community Hospital and several churches. She stopped by St. Paul A.M.E. to see her old friend Geraldine Smith, Pastor Al Smith's mother. "Did you know she use to work for Hubert Humphrey?" asked Waters as she was greeted by a surprised crowd at St. Paul.

The Census count is being pushed in California because it was estimated in the last count California lost over $2 billion dollars. It is estimated that Riverside County was undercounted by 4,124 Blacks in the 1990 Census, which is San Bernardino. It was 9,104 Black people not counted.

Riverside Census coordinator, Andos Lilly, who attended every event said, "We are committed to make sure every one get counted."

Waters makes an impromptu visit to SAC, Andy Lee.

A nnie Lilly answers questions.
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**SIMMONS**

**Continued From Page A-4**

day, to contribute something to the good of us all. As good citizens we must all contribute to the future, peace and prosperity of our community in any way we can. For this reason I ask you to read the following statement and see what it means to each of us.

The statement is a direct and deliberate statement of the certain guarantees and requisites. Holmes said this action by the people and the President and the courts is not to be dealt with simply as a question of the practice of the "it's my deal to lose, so don't make it an issue" attitude that ultimately makes it come true. The construction of a vast prison will not stop crime. We have no choice. We must face the facts.

KD: The people are sick and tired of their lives. They can't do anything. What is your response to this?

RS: I think the people are sick and tired of their lives. They are sick and tired of this society. They are sick and tired of the social and economic conditions. They are sick and tired of the way the society is run.

**HOLMES**

**Continued From Front Page**

without having a license. Holmes believes that the police are a menace to the public and that the police need to be stopped. Holmes is a member of the Black Voice News and is a contributor to the newspaper. Holmes has been arrested for his work as a police officer and has been charged with violating 273(a) of the California Penal Code in connection with the death of a child. Holmes has been convicted of child endangerment charges and has been given a 10 year prison sentence. The Riverside Police Department is investigating the incident and has charged Holmes with child endangerment.

In the meantime, the police are still investigating the incident and have not made any conclusions.

KD: The test of Prophecy is time. Is there any reason for your optimism at this time?

RS: I think that there is reason for optimism. I think that there is reason for hope. I think that there is reason for change. I think that there is reason for a better world.

KD: What is the significance of the fact that you are on trial for child endangerment?

RS: It is significant because we are all on trial for something. We are all on trial for our lives. We are all on trial for our futures. We are all on trial for our children.

KD: Are there any comments on your trial?

RS: There are no comments on my trial. I have nothing to say. I have nothing to add.

KD: What do you feel is a solution to the problem of child endangerment?

RS: Schools should have that kind of guidance and support that is needed to model a way for students to get on a good path. It has to be this way. Schools need to begin to build some kind of a system that can give children the guidance and support that they need.

**ENDANGERMENT**

**Continued From First Page**

young Black woman as the life of a child. It is not a matter of indifference. The life of a child is much higher than that of an adult. The life of a child is much higher than the life of an adult. The life of a child is much higher than the life of a child.

KD: What can we do to protect children from being endangered?

RS: There is no simple answer to the question of how to protect children from being endangered. It is important to remember that children are not adults. Children are not capable of making decisions for themselves. Children need the guidance and support of adults to protect them from danger.

KD: Have you ever noticed how much the children are endangered today? I have noticed that children are endangered every day. I have noticed that children are endangered in every way.

RS: There is no simple answer to the question of how much children are endangered today. There is no simple answer to the question of how much children are endangered. There is no simple answer to the question of how much children are endangered.
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